
 Some people say that the only reason for learning a foreign language is in order to travel to or work 
in a foreign country .Others say that these are not the only reasons why someone should learn a 
foreign language.

Discuss both these views and give your own opinion

.

 There is a controversial issue as to whether mastering a second language is useful just in cases like 
working and moving to the other countries or involving the other reasons are involved as well. From 
my perspective, learning a non-native tongue not only is a must-do proceeding for living or traveling 
abroad, but also it plays a significant role in both enhancing international communication skills for 
business promotion and making you account informed a lots about other cultures as well.

  Firstly, it is worth mentioning that if you are supposed to be occupied or stayed in a foreign 
nationcommunity, conceiving acquiring the new language is like a bread and butter. If you have Had 
you no knowledge of cognition to that second language, you could not even deal with the basic/initial 
needs of the routine life. To illustrate more, your everyday demands like purchasing ingredients from 
the supermarket would also be a challenge, let along alone dealing with more complex issues like 
medical or ministerial ones. Thus understanding an unfamiliar language can pave your way and ease 
your life while you are in abroad. 

  Furthermore, knowing a second language is a pressing issue for development in trades even within 
home ground. International-scaled businesses need communications via the language almost 
everyone knows, otherwise you cannot comply with other companies in distance. To add more ,access 
mastery ofto a language other than yours turns a new leaf which leads you to possess a great 
perception of other cultures and their specific habitudeshabit, hence consequently there will 
significant growth in mind a growing mind.

  The obvious conclusion to be drawn among the reasons involved above , is that I  tend to believe 
that learning a new tongue is always a helpful an affirmative procedure, which is lucrative useful for 
both the terrestrial and spiritual aspects of our lives. All in all, the more foreign languages you 
dominatemaster/learn, the more enhanced life you will be promised. 


